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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization is designing a public web application and has a requirement that states all
application users must be centrally authenticated before any operations are permitted. The
organization will need to create a user table with fast data lookup for the application in which a
user can read only his or her own data. All users already have an account with amazon.com.
How can these requirements be met?
A. Create an Amazon DynamoDB table, with Amazon_ID as the partition key. The application
uses amazon.com web identity federation to assume an IAM role from AWS STS in the Role, use
IAM condition context key dynamodb:LeadingKeys with IAM substitution variables $
{www.amazon.com:user_id} and allow the required DynamoDB API operations in IAM JSON
policy Action element for reading the records.
B. Create an Amazon RDS Aurora table, with Amazon_ID as the primary key for each user. The
application uses amazon.com web identity federation to get a token that is used to assume an
IAM role.
Use IAM database authentication by using rds:db-tag IAM authentication policy and GRANT
Amazon RDS row-level read permission per user.
C. Create an Amazon RDS Aurora table, with Amazon_ID as the primary key. The application
uses amazon.com web identity federation to get a token that is used to assume an IAM role
from AWS STS.
Use IAM database authentication by using the rds:db-tag IAM authentication policy and GRANT
Amazon RDS row-level read permission per user.
D. Create an Amazon DynamoDB table, with Amazon_ID as the partition key. The application
uses amazon.com web identity federation to get a token that is used to assume an IAM role
from AWS STS in the Role, use IAM condition context key dynamodb:LeadingKeys with IAM
substitution variables $
{www.amazon.com:user_id} and allow the required DynamoDB API operations in IAM JSON
policy Action element for reading the records.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/specifying-condition

s.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A prospect is considering Nutanix but says that 10% of their workload runs on bare metal. How
should you respond to the customer?
A. Nutanix will be announcing the ability to support bare metal for the first time in their new
release
B. The customer needs to virtualize in order to use Nutanix
C. Nutanix partners with a 3rd party software to allow customers to run bare metal workloads
D. Nutanix can support bare metal workloads through ABS such as Oracle RAC and Microsoft
SQL
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which report from the user information system (transaction SUIM) can you use to find out
which user may execute transaction Change Customer (FD02)?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Authorization by Value (S_BCE_68001415)
B. Change Documents for Authorization (S_BCE_68001441)
C. Profiles by Profile Name or Text (S_BCE_68001767)
D. Users by Complex Selection Criteria by user ID (S_BCE_68001394)
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
You are a project manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013.
You check out a project for editing in Project Professional 2013 and discover that one resource
is overallocated across three projects.
You need to determine the cause of the overallocation by using the Team Planner view to
resolve the issue.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate four
actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.)
Answer:
Explanation:
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